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ABSTRACT
We present ETCetera, a Python library developed for the analysis
and synthesis of the sampling behaviour of event triggered control
(ETC) systems. In particular, the tool constructs abstractions of the
sampling behaviour of given ETC systems, in the form of timed
automata (TA) or finite-state transition systems (FSTSs). When the
abstraction is an FSTS, ETCetera provides diverse manipulation
tools for analysis of ETC’s sampling performance, synthesis of com-
munication traffic schedulers (when networks shared by multiple
ETC loops are considered), and optimization of sampling strate-
gies. Additionally, the TA models may be exported to UPPAAL for
analysis and synthesis of schedulers. Several examples of the tool’s
application for analysis and synthesis problems with different types
of dynamics and event-triggered implementations are provided.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computer systems organization → Embedded and cyber-
physical systems; • Theory of computation → Abstraction; •
Networks → Cyber-physical networks;
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event-triggered control, networked control systems, abstraction,
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1 INTRODUCTION
Since the seminal works of Åström [5] and Årzen [1], and in par-
ticular since the work of Tabuada [40], there has been a surge of
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interest in the use of event-based controller update techniques in
order to reduce the resource consumption of (networked) control
systems. Despite the myriad of proposals made in the literature,
very little attention has been given, until recently, to the quantifi-
cation of the benefits of such proposals. As such, little was known
about the sampling patterns arising from so called event-triggered
control (ETC) systems, what is their efficiency (e.g. what is the
average inter-sample time), or how hard are they to schedule.

In the past decade this gap in the literature was addressed in
a number of papers. Both analytical [36, 37] and computational
approaches [12–16, 18, 20, 21, 32, 35] have been pursued to study
ETC’s sampling behaviour. Particularly, the computational approach
builds on the notion of abstractions. These abstractions distil the
sampling-times’ dynamics from ETC’s hybrid dynamical model, and
serve as a computationally tractable object which may be employed
to address a wide range of verification and synthesis questions on
ETC’s sampling patterns. For their construction, the state-space of
the control system is partitioned in an informed way. The resulting
abstraction is either a timed-automaton (TA), or in the case of pe-
riodic ETC (PETC) a finite transition system (FTS), capturing the
sampling times’ dynamics. We call these objects traffic models, evok-
ing how they model the communication traffic (of measurements
and actuation commands) generated by the control system.

Once such traffic models are available they can be employed for
twomain purposes: analysis of metrics such as average inter-sample
times measuring the efficiency of an ETC design [14, 16]; or for syn-
thesis of scheduling strategies [35], or optimized sampling strategies
[12]. Synthesizing scheduling strategies is a necessary capability
when implementing event triggered control systems sharing a com-
munication medium. The aim of the schedulers synthesized is to
prevent multiple control-loops (or other real-time tasks) requesting
a channel access simultaneously, which would lead to communi-
cation collisions and potentially to control instability. One may
achieve such scheduling goal by enabling earlier transmissions
than dictated by the ETC mechanism, or even by allowing switch-
ing between different triggering conditions. In a similar way, the
traffic models can be employed to optimize sampling strategies by
enforcing, at times, earlier sampling of the control loop than that
dictated by ETC. The rationale in this optimization is that while
one is generally interested in minimizing the cumulative or average
amount of communications employed, ETC approaches are greedy
in trying to optimize such goals, i.e. they try to enlarge as much
as possible each individual inter-sample time interval. In general,
greedy optimization approaches are suboptimal, and as such early
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triggering can be used as a control variable to optimize beyond
what the greedy ETC strategies can attain.

All of these developments: model construction, analysis, and
synthesis of schedulers or sampling strategies, are automated tech-
niques that rely on heavy computation. In the present paper we
describe a toolbox that implements all these developments. The tool
is named ETCetera and is available at https://gitlab.tudelft.nl/sync-
lab/ETCetera. It allows the user to:

(1) Construct traffic models of nonlinear ETC systems with ar-
bitrary triggering conditions and disturbances;

(2) Construct specialized traffic models of Linear PETC systems
with Quadratic triggering conditions;

(3) Export models to UPPAAL [11] for scheduler synthesis;
(4) Synthesize schedulers effectively for several PETC systems

sharing a channel;
(5) Synthesize optimized sampling strategies;
(6) Analyze PETC systems through the computation of traffic

metrics;
Inwhat follows, we provide a brief introduction to event-triggered

control and other needed preliminaries (Section 2), describe the
steps involved in the abstractions the tool constructs (Sections 3.1
and 3.2), present the approach implemented in ETCetera for PETC
scheduler design (Section 3.3), and briefly introduce other synthesis
and analysis problems also implemented in the tool (section 3.4).
Finally, Section 4 provides the basic instructions of use of the tool,
which are then illustrated on several examples.

2 PRELIMINARIES
2.1 Event-triggered control
Consider a control system with state-feedback:

Ûζ (t) = f (ζ (t),u(ζ (t)),d(t))
where t is time, ζ (t) ∈ Rnζ is the state, u(t) ∈ Rnu is the control
input, d(t) ∈ Rnd is an unknown signal (e.g., a disturbance) and
f : Rnζ × Rnu × Rnd → Rnζ is the vector field. In sample-and-
hold control implementations, the input is held constant between
consecutive sampling times ti , ti+1:

Ûζ (t) = f (ζ (t),u(ζ (ti )),d(t)), t ∈ [ti , ti+1) (1)

Specifically, in continuous event-triggered control (CETC), sampling
times are defined as follows:

ti+1 = ti +min
{
τmax, inf{t > 0 : ϕ(ζ (t), ζ (ti )) ≥ 0}

}
(2)

where t0 = 0, (2) is called the triggering condition, ϕ(·, ·) is called
the triggering function, and the difference ti+1 − ti is called the
inter-sample time. The constant τmax is a forced upper bound on
inter-sample times, and it prevents the system from running open-
loop for an indefinite amount of time. Between two consecutive
sampling times ti and ti+1, the triggering function starts from a
negative value ϕ(ζ (ti ), ζ (ti )) < 0, and remains negative until it
becomes zero at t−i+1; at t

+
i+1, the state ζ (ti+1) is sampled again, the

control input is updated u(ζ (ti+1)), the triggering function resets
to a negative value, and the process is repeated again. As the inter-
sample time depends solely on the initial condition ζ (ti ) and the

unknown signal d(t), we denote it by:

τr (x) := min
{
τmax,

inf{t > 0 : ϕ(ζ (t), ζ (ti )), ζ (ti ) = x ,d(t) = r (t)}
}
(3)

and when d(t) = 0 (e.g., unperturbed systems) we just write τ (x).
CETC owes its name to the fact that the triggering condition is

checked continuously by the sensors, to detect events (moments
when the triggering function becomes zero) right when they happen.
In contrast to this regime, in a special variant of ETC termed periodic
ETC (PETC), the triggering condition is only checked periodically
in time. In such cases, the sampling times are defined as:

ti+1 = ti +min
{
kmaxh, inf{kh : k ∈ N,ϕ(ζ (kh), ζ (ti )) ≥ 0}

}
(4)

where h is the checking period and kmax ∈ N again determines an
upper bound on inter-sample times.

2.2 Transition systems
The ETC traffic models built by the ETCetera tool can be encap-
sulated as generalized transition systems, following the definition
from Tabuada in [41]:

Definition 1 (Transition system). A systemS is a tuple (X,X0,
U, E,Y,H ) where:

• X is the set of states,
• X0 ⊆ X is the set of initial states,
• U is the set of actions,
• E ⊆ X ×U × X is the set of edges (or transitions),
• Y is the set of outputs, and
• H : X → Y is the output map.

A (transition) system is said to be finite ifX andU are finite; this
is the case of automata, for which efficient tools exist for verification
of properties and synthesis of controllers. A close relative, but
infinite-state, for which such tools also exist is a timed automaton
[3], in which a finite system is equipped with a finite set of clocks
ci whose values can only vary according to Ûci = 1 or be reset on
edges. A transition on a system is denoted by x

u−→ x ′ meaning
that (x ,u,x ′) ∈ E . An infinite run of a system is a sequence x0

u0−−→
x1

u1−−→ x2..., and the set of all possible runs of S is called its internal
behavior set. Every run maps into an external behavior, or trace
y0u0y1u1y2... by taking yi = H (xi ). The set of all possible traces
(or infinite external behavior set) of S is denoted by BS .

An abstraction is a simpler version of a system preserving some
of its properties. For verification, an abstraction needs to preserve
the external behavior set BS (possibly including additional “spu-
rious” behaviors), while for control synthesis it needs to, loosely
writing, preserve the behaviors that can be enforced by the con-
troller through its action set. The associated formal notions are,
respectively, (bi)simulations and alternating (bi)simulations. See [41]
for the formal definitions and associated methods. In this work,
ETC systems and their sampling behaviors are abstracted by finite
transition systems or timed automata; in this way, the constructed
abstractions are used either to verify properties (verification) of
a given ETC system’s behavior or to synthesize traffic schedulers
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(control synthesis) that avoid packet collisions in networks shared
by multiple ETC loops.

3 THEORETICAL UNDERPINNINGS
3.1 Traffic abstractions of CETC systems with

disturbances
The ETCetera tool constructs abstractions that capture the sampling
behavior of a given ETC system: traffic models. In the general case,
where the given system (1)-(2) may be a nonlinear CETC system
with disturbances or uncertainties and the triggering function is of
general form, the methods used are the ones developed in [20, 21].
For the construction of these abstractions, among some technical
assumptions (see [21]), we assume the following:

Assumption 1.
• The system operates in a bounded hyper-rectangular state-
space X ⊂ Rnζ (parameter state_space_limits).

• The unknown signal d(t) is bounded by a hyper-rectangular
domain D ⊂ Rnd (parameter disturbance_limits): d(t) ∈
D for all t .

The constructed abstraction is a transition systemS = (X,X0, E,
Y,H ) where:

• X0 = X := {Ri : i ∈ I}, where I is a finite set of indices
(e.g., I = {1, 2, . . . ,q}), and ⋃

i ∈I Ri = X ; i.e., the sets Ri
constitute a partition of the ETC system’s state space.

• Y ⊆ 2R+ and H (Ri ) = [τ Ri ,τ Ri ], where:
τ Ri ≤ inf

x ∈Ri , d (t )∈D
τd (x)

τ Ri ≥ sup
x ∈Ri , d (t )∈D

τd (x) (5)

• (Ri ,Rj ) ∈ E, if ∃ x ∈ Ri and t ∈ H (Ri ) s.t. ζ (t ;x) ∈ Rj .
We have omitted the set of actions U, since the constructed ab-
stractions are autonomous and they are only meant to abstract
the sampling behavior of the given system (for how these abstrac-
tions may later be endowed with actions, to control the system’s
sampling and schedule ETC network traffic, see Section 3.3). Each
state of the abstraction Ri represents a region in the state space of
the ETC system. Observe that the output of state Ri is an interval
containing all possible inter-sample times that may be exhibited
by the system if initialized in Ri (under any admissible realiza-
tion of the unknown signal d(t)). Due to these observations and
how the transitions have been defined, it can be seen that: for any
sequence of inter-sample times τ1,τ2, . . . that the ETC system (1)-
(2) may exhibit, there is a corresponding trace of the abstraction
[τ R1
,τ R1 ], [τ R2

,τ R2 ], . . . such that τi ∈ [τ Ri ,τ Ri ] for all i . Thus,
the abstraction captures the ETC system’s sampling behavior. In
fact, one can establish formally that the abstraction ϵ-approximately
simulates the ETC system’s sampling behavior (see [32, 35]). What
is more, as elaborated in [35], it is semantically equivalent to a
timed automaton (e.g., see [3]), where the intervals [τ Ri ,τ Ri ] ap-
pear appropriately in the automaton’s guards and invariants. As
such, once the traffic model has been constructed, the numerous
algorithms that have been developed for timed automata (e.g., [11])
may be used for verification and/or traffic scheduler synthesis.

As described in [21], the intervals [τ Ri ,τ Ri ] are computed via
an iterative algorithm combining a line-search and reachability
analysis computational tools (dReach [33] and Flow* [9]). Specifi-
cally, we run a line-search over the variables τ Ri and τ Ri until the
following are verified by the reachability analysis tools:

• ϕ(ζ (t ;x),x) < 0, ∀t ∈ [0,τ Ri ],∀x ∈ Ri ,∀d(t) ∈ D

• ϕ(ζ (τ Ri ;x),x) ≥ 0,∀x ∈ Ri ,∀d(t) ∈ D
(6)

Indeed, as shown in [20, 21], the above conditions can be trans-
formed to set-membership properties of the ETC system’s trajec-
tories, and thus checked by dReach or Flow*. As soon as the line-
search finds parameters τ Ri and τ Ri for which (6) holds, the al-
gorithm stops, as (6) implies (5). Observe that, in this way, the
determined intervals are generally larger than the tightest pos-
sible intervals dictated by (5). Larger intervals imply more non-
determinism in the abstraction (the abstraction approximates the
actual sampling behavior more coarsely).

The transitions E are also computed via reachability analysis,
since the condition for transitions presented above may also be
transformed to set-membership properties of the system’s trajecto-
ries. Note that the computations performed by reachability analysis
tools are not exact (e.g. the sets and the trajectories are overap-
proximated); this may lead to spurious transitions (transitions not
exhibited by the actual system’s behavior), further contributing to
the abstraction’s non-determinism.

Moreover, the tool supports two different ways of partitioning
the state space X into regions Ri :

Grid: Creating a grid over X via hyper-rectangles Ri . The user
has to specify parameters (p1,p2, . . . ,pnζ ) (grid_points_per_dim),
such that X is partitioned into p1 × p2 × · · · × pnζ equal hyper-
rectangles Ri .

IM-based: Partitioning X via approximations of isochronous
manifolds1 (IMs) and cones, and obtaining Ri as the sets that are
delimited by these approximations and cones. In particular, due to
theoretical subtleties, the state space partitioning is done slightly
differently, depending on the dynamics:
• Homogeneous Systems withd(t) = 0: When the given system is ho-
mogeneous (for the definition, see [22]) and d(t) = 0, the process
is as follows. To compute approximations of isochronous man-
ifolds Mtk , the user has to specify the times (t1, . . . , tk , . . . , tq )
(parameter manifolds_times, in ascending order) to which the
manifolds correspond. To determine the cones Cj , we follow a
similar process to the isotropic covering of [26], in which each
i-th angular spherical coordinate of the state-space is partitioned
into ai equal angles. Thus, the user has to specify the parameters
(a1, . . . ,aj , . . . ,anζ −1) (angles_discretization), to obtain at
most2 a1 × a2 × . . . anζ −1 cones Cj . Finally, the regions Ri are
obtained as intersections between cones Cj , sets between consec-
utive approximations of isochronous manifoldsMtk andMtk+1

1Isochronous manifolds Mtk are sets of points in the system’s state-space that corre-
spond to the same inter-sample time tk ; i.e., the system initialized anywhere in Mtk
exhibits the same inter-sample time tk (under the same realization of the unknown
signal d (t )). For more information, see [22, 23].
2Some of the constructed cones are discarded, because they are degenerate (Lebesgue
measure-zero). Nonetheless, the union of all remaining non-degenerate cones consti-
tutes a partition of Rnζ .
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and the set X . Moreover, since the regions Ri admit a representa-
tion that is complex for the employed reachability analysis tools,
we overapproximate them via ball-segments contained inside the
cones Cj . Then, dReach is used for reachability analysis, as it
can handle ball-segments efficiently. An illustration of IM-based
partitioning for homogeneous systems is shown in Fig. 1.

• Non-homogeneous Systems with d(t) = 0: When the system is
non-homogeneous and d(t) = 0, it is lifted to Rnζ +1 by adding
a dummy variable w , where it is rendered homogeneous. The
state-space X of the original system is now mapped to the set
X̃ = {(x , 1) ∈ Rnζ +1 : x ∈ X }. The user has to specify pa-
rameters (p1,p2, . . . ,pnζ ) (grid_points_per_dim), such that X̃
is partitioned into p1 × p2 × · · · × pnζ equal hyper-rectangles.
Each of these hyper-rectangles determines a polyhedral cone Cj
pointed at the origin, with its extreme vertices being the ver-
tices of the hyper-rectangle. Furthermore, as in the previous case,
the times (t1, . . . , tk , . . . , tq ) (parameter manifolds_times, in
ascending order) have to be given, to derive approximations of
isochronous manifolds Mtk . Finally, the regions Ri are obtained
as intersections between cones Cj , the sets between consecutive
approximations of isochronous manifolds Mtk and Mtk+1 and
the set X̃ . As above, the regions Ri are overapproximated by
ball-segments contained in Cj , and reachability analysis is car-
ried out via dReach. An illustration of IM-based partitioning for
non-homogeneous systems is shown in Fig. 2.

• d(t) , 0: In this case, even though the theory developed in [21]
does address it, IM-based partitioning is not yet supported by
ETCetera, due to the fact that dReach cannot handle disturbances
(and Flow* cannot handle ball-segments). We are working to-
wards addressing this issue in future versions of the tool.

Finally, the approximations of IMs are computed with the itera-
tive algorithm described in [22], which employs the SMT solver
dReal [27]. The user may specify dReal’s precision parameter δ
(precision_deltas, with default value 10−7), which affects the
accuracy of approximation; the smaller δ is, the more accurate the
approximations are, but the computational load becomes larger.

Generally, grid-partitioning is more computationally efficient
w.r.t. the computational load of creating the abstraction. On the
other hand, IM-based partitioning generally provides tighter inter-
vals [τ Ri ,τ Ri ], thus reducing one of the abstraction’s sources of
non-determinism. However, the current implementation of the tool
does not check if the given manifolds_times result into approx-
imations of isochronous manifolds which cover the whole state-
space of interest X ; thus, in IM-based partitioning, the user has to
inspect the end-result to verify that the state-space is indeed covered
by the regions Ri . Finally, we note that even when grid-partitioning
is employed, the tool uses approximations of isochronous manifolds
to derive estimates on timing lower bounds τ Ri and use them as
a starting-point for the line-search algorithms, thus speeding up
computations. For more information on the abstractions’ construc-
tion and on approximations of isochronous manifolds the reader is
referred to [20, 21] and [22, 23], respectively.

3.2 Traffic abstractions of linear PETC systems
In the case of unperturbed linear systems under PETC, the construc-
tion of abstractions can be performed with simpler computations,

Figure 1: IM-based partitioning for a homogeneous CETC
system. The rays passing through the origin determine the
cones Cj . The dashed lines are consecutive approximations
of IMsMtk andMtk+1 . The regions Rk, j are delimited by con-
secutive approximations of IMs and cones (hence the index-
ing). The circular segments in cones C3 and C4 delimit the
ball segments that overapproximate regions Rk,3 and Rk,4.

Figure 2: IM-based partitioning for a non-homogeneous
CETC system, which has been embedded in Rnζ +1. The
mapped state-space X̃ is a subset of the w = 1-plane. The
rays passing through the origin determine the polyhedral
cones Cj . The dashed curves are consecutive approximations
of IMs Mtk and Mtk+1 . The regions Rk, j are intersections be-
tween cones Cj , the sets between consecutive approxima-
tions of isochronous manifolds Mtk and Mtk+1 and the set
X̃ (hence the indexing). The circular segments in cone Cj de-
limit the ball segment, say Bk, j , which defines an overap-
proximation of Rk, j as follows: Rk, j ⊆ Bk, j ∩ X̃ .

provide exact simulations (thanks to the periodic nature of con-
dition checking), and in general the abstractions are tighter than
when employing the general scheme described in the previous
section.

Consider the PETC system (1),(4) where the plant is a linear
system without disturbances

Ûζ (t) = Aζ (t) + BKζ (ti )), t ∈ [ti , ti+1),
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k = 4

k = 3
k = 2

k = 1

x2

x1

Fig. 3. An example of isochronous subsets Rk for a two-dimensional linear PETC system.

An isochronous subset, which is the part of the state space that triggers at a given inter-sample time k , can be implicitly
represented by a conjunction of quadratic inequalities [13]:

Rk B Qk \ ©«
k−1⋂
j=1

Qj
ª®¬
= Qk ∩

k−1⋂
j=1

Q̄j ,

Qk B



{x ∈ Rnζ | xTN (hk)x > 0}, k < kmax ,

Rnζ , k = kmax ,
,

N (hk) B
[
M(hk)

I

]T
Q

[
M(hk)

I

]
.

(8)

In (8), the set Qk is the set of all points in the state-space that certainly triggered by time hk ; then the set Rk is the
isochronous subset obtained by removing from Qk all points that have triggered before, i.e., Qj , j < k . The sets Rk

can be checked for non-emptiness exactly via nonlinear satisfiability-modulo-theories (SMT) solvers, e.g., Z3 [17],
or approximately through a semi-definite relaxation (SDR) as proposed in [13]. The non-empty sets form the finite
state-space of a quotient system [40], which gives formally a (exact) simulation relation to the original PETC traffic.
Effectively, the sets Rk form a partition of Rnζ , and each Rk is a conjunction of finitely many quadratic cones, as
depicted in Fig. 3.

The transition relation is as well a problem of checking non-emptiness of an intersection of quadratic inequalities:

∃x ∈ Ri : M(hk)x ∈ Rj =⇒ Ri
k−→ Rj . (9)

Similar to the CETC case, the state space of the abstraction is composed of the regions Rk ; however, the output set
is now finite, Y = {1, 2, ...,kmax}. The transition set is composed of all triplets Ri

k−→ Rj satisfying (9); for scheduler
synthesis (see Sec. 3.3), the action set isU = Y, meaning that the scheduler chooses the inter-sample time kh, often
limited to be smaller than the PETC’s inter-sample time ih. For verification, we drop the action set and the transitions
are Ri −→ Rj B Ri

i−→ Rj . In both cases, we have effectively a finite transition system (see an example in Fig. 4), in
contrast to the CETC case where the inter-sample time can still be chosen on a real interval.

Note that using relaxations for an existence problem such as the one above can lead to spurious transitions. From
an abstraction (and simulation) perspective, this is acceptable, as it only adds nondeterminism to the abstraction; any
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Figure 3: An example of isochronous subsets Rk for a two-
dimensional linear PETC system.

where A and B are the plant matrices and K is the controller
gain. Suppose further that the triggering function is quadratic, i.e.,

ϕ(ζ (t),ζ (ti )) =
[
ζ (t )
ζ (ti )

]T
Q
[
ζ (t )
ζ (ti )

]
. Such quadratic triggering func-

tions include the most common ones in the literature [29]. This
case has some special properties that allow for tighter abstractions
than in the nonlinear case. First, from any sampled state one can
determine exactly the state reached after k:

ζ (t) = M(kh)ζx (ti ), ∀t ∈ [ti , ti+1]
M(t) B eAt +

∫ t
0 eAτ dτBK C Ad(t) + Bd(t)K . (7)

An isochronous subset, which is the part of the state space that
triggers at a given inter-sample timek , can be implicitly represented
by a conjunction of quadratic inequalities [13]:

Rk B Qk \ ©«
k−1⋂
j=1

Qj
ª®¬
= Qk ∩

k−1⋂
j=1

Q̄j ,

Qk B

{
{x ∈ Rnζ | xTN (hk)x > 0}, k < kmax ,

Rnζ , k = kmax ,
,

N (hk) B
[
M(hk)

I

]T
Q

[
M(hk)

I

]
.

(8)

In (8), the set Qk is the set of all points in the state-space that
certainly triggered by time hk ; then the set Rk is the isochronous
subset obtained by removing from Qk all points that have triggered
before, i.e.,Qj , j < k . The setsRk can be checked for non-emptiness
exactly via nonlinear satisfiability-modulo-theories (SMT) solvers,
e.g., Z3 [17], or approximately through a semi-definite relaxation
(SDR) as proposed in [13]. The non-empty sets form the finite
state-space of a quotient system [40], which gives formally a (exact)
simulation relation to the original PETC traffic. Effectively, the sets
Rk form a partition of Rnζ , and each Rk is a conjunction of finitely
many quadratic cones, as depicted in Fig. 3.

The transition relation is as well a problem of checking non-
emptiness of an intersection of quadratic inequalities:

∃x ∈ Ri : M(hk)x ∈ Rj =⇒ Ri
k−→ Rj . (9)

Similar to the CETC case, the state space of the abstraction is com-
posed of the regions Rk ; however, the output set is now finite,
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Fig. 4. A simple PETC traffic model with only two regions and kmax = 3..

scheduler that works for such an abstraction will work for the original system. Nevertheless, the more one can remove
spurious non-determinism, the better, thus using exact solvers such as Z3 is recommended if the dimensions of the
system permit. Further tightening can be obtained by using the refinements described in [15], where isochronous
subsets were extended to isosequential subsets, that is, sets Rk1k2k3 ...kl containing the states whose next l inter-sample
times are hk1,hk2, ...hkl . This effectivelly chooses the depth of the abstraction refinement one wants to use for the traffic
model. In ETCetera, the user can set the depth value and choose solver in {'sdr', 'z3'}; see §4.5 for an example.

3.3 Scheduler synthesis

Once one has constructed traffic models, they can be employed for the synthesis of schedulers. The goal of a scheduler,
in our context, is to specify when each of the considered ETC systems should trigger, such that no overlap of their
events occur, while still retaining stability of each of the ETC systems (which is guaranteed if always triggering before
τ (x)).

The tool currently considers two methods to synthesize schedulers. The first method relies on the use of UPPAAL. As
already indicated in Section 3.1, the general traffic models constructed by ETCetera are equivalent to Timed Automata.
Our tool exports the resulting models as timed automata that can be read and manipulated by UPPAAL to synthesize
schedulers or check properties of the systems at hand.

The second synthesis method [42] follows from recognizing that the specialized traffic models constructed for PETC
are finite transition systems (see Sec. 3.2). As such this method is only applicable for these traffic models. Furthermore
it is assumed that the sampling time for each of the systems is identical. First, the representation of the traffic models is
modified such that it acts on a per-sample basis. Instead of having actions corresponding to the next inter-sample time
U = Y = {1, 2, . . . ,kmax } as in the models described in Section 3.2, a system can either wait (‘w’) , or trigger (‘t ’) at
the current sampling time. The result is a new transition system Ŝ = (X̂, X̂0, Û, Ê, Ŷ, Ĥ ), where:

• X̂ := {Tx | x ∈ X} ∪ {Wx , j | j < H (x), x ∈ X},
• X̂0 ⊆ {Tx | x ∈ X},
• Û := {w, t},
• Ê := {(Tx , t,Tx ′) | (x, 1, x ′) ∈ E} ∪ {(Wx , j ,w,Wx , j+1) | 1 ≤ j < H (x) − 1} ∪ {(Wx , j , t,Tx ′) | (x, j + 1, x ′) ∈ E},
• Ŷ = {T1,T , 1, . . . ,kmax − 1},
• Ĥ (Tx ) = T1 if H (x) = 1, or T otherwise, and Ĥ (Wi , j ) = H (i) − j.

The outputs indicate either whether the system has just triggered (outputs T1 and T )) or the triggering deadline. Some
states are given, for technical reasons, the distinct output T1 to capture that from those states the only action that can
be taken is ‘t ’, while on the other states with output Ti (i > 1), both ‘w’ and ‘t ’ actions are enabled. In this transition
system, triggering after k samples becomes a sequence of k − 1 ‘w’ actions followed by a single ‘t ’ action.
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Figure 4: A simple PETC trafficmodel with only two regions
and kmax = 3..

Y = {1, 2, ...,kmax}. The transition set is composed of all triplets
Ri

k−→ Rj satisfying (9); for scheduler synthesis (see Sec. 3.3), the
action set is U = Y, meaning that the scheduler chooses the inter-
sample time kh, often limited to be smaller than the PETC’s inter-
sample time ih. For verification, we drop the action set and the
transitions are Ri −→ Rj B Ri

i−→ Rj . In both cases, we have ef-
fectively a finite transition system (see an example in Fig. 4), in
contrast to the CETC case where the inter-sample time can still be
chosen on a real interval.

Note that using relaxations for an existence problem such as the
one above can lead to spurious transitions. From an abstraction
(and simulation) perspective, this is acceptable, as it only adds
nondeterminism to the abstraction; any scheduler that works for
such an abstraction will work for the original system. Nevertheless,
themore one can remove spurious non-determinism, the better, thus
using exact solvers such as Z3 is recommended if the dimensions
of the system permit. Further tightening can be obtained by using
the refinements described in [15], where isochronous subsets were
extended to isosequential subsets, that is, setsRk1k2k3 ...kl containing
the states whose next l inter-sample times are hk1,hk2, ...hkl . This
effectivelly chooses the depth of the abstraction refinement one
wants to use for the traffic model. In ETCetera, the user can set
the depth value and choose solver in {’sdr’, ’z3’ }; see §4.5 for
an example.

3.3 Scheduler synthesis
Once one has constructed traffic models, they can be employed
for the synthesis of schedulers. The goal of a scheduler, in our
context, is to specify when each of the considered ETC systems
should trigger, such that no overlap of their events occur, while still
retaining stability of each of the ETC systems (which is guaranteed
if always triggering before τ (x)).

The tool currently considers two methods to synthesize sched-
ulers. The first method relies on the use of UPPAAL. As already
indicated in Section 3.1, the general traffic models constructed by
ETCetera are equivalent to Timed Automata. Our tool exports the
resulting models as timed automata that can be read and manipu-
lated by UPPAAL to synthesize schedulers or check properties of
the systems at hand.

The second synthesis method [42] follows from recognizing that
the specialized traffic models constructed for PETC are finite transi-
tion systems (see Sec. 3.2). As such this method is only applicable for
these traffic models. Furthermore it is assumed that the sampling
time for each of the systems is identical. First, the representation
of the traffic models is modified such that it acts on a per-sample
basis. Instead of having actions corresponding to the next inter-
sample time U = Y = {1, 2, . . . ,kmax } as in the models described
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Fig. 5. An example of wait-trigger model Ŝ for PETC traffic.

Next, all these transition systems (representing different PETC systems) are combined into a larger transition system,
through a parallel composition allowing each subsystem to behave independently of the rest. Formally, the resulting
composition is given by the transition system Scomp . = (Xcomp .,Xcomp .;0,Ucomp ., Ecomp .,Ycomp .,Hcomp .), where

• Xcomp . := X̂0 × · · · × X̂n ,
• Xcomp .;0 := X̂0;0 × · · · × X̂n;0,
• Ucomp . := Û0 × · · · × Ûn ,
• Ecomp . := {((x0, . . . , xn ), (u0, . . . ,un ), (x ′0, . . . , x ′n ) | ∀i ≤ n,(xi ,ui , x ′i ) ∈ Êi },
• Ycomp . := Ŷ0 × · · · × Ŷn ,
• Hcomp .(x0, . . . , xn ) := (Ĥ0(x0), . . . , Ĥn (xn )).

In this system the behaviour that a scheduler should prevent, i.e. two or more systems triggering simultaneously, is
captured by actions which contain two or more more ‘t ’s. Here it is assumed that the fundamental checking period h of
each of the PETC loops is the same. Since after triggering a subsystem always lands in a state with output T /T1, the
scheduler requirement can alternatively be expressed as: ‘Avoid states in Scomp . whose output contains more than oneT ’.
Creating a controller that is able to avoid these states can be done effectively for finite transition systems by solving a
safety game (c.f. Chapter 6 of [41]). In this safety game, the maximal fixed point of the operator

FW (Z ) = {x ∈ Z | x ∈W ∧ ∃u ∈ U (x) : ∅ , Postu (x) ⊆ Z }, (10)

is found by iterating over its output (starting with Z0 := Xcomp . ). The setW is the safe set which in this case is given by:

W = {(x1, . . . , xn ) ∈ Xcomp . | |{i | Ĥi (xi ) ∈ {T1,T }}| ≤ 1}. (11)

The maximal fixed point Z ∗ := FW (Z ∗) contains states in Scomp . (given that Z ∗ , ∅) from which there exists at least
one action guaranteeing that a bad state (a collision of triggering events) can be avoided. The scheduler can subsequently
be defined as

Uc (x) = {u ∈ Ucomp . | ∅ , Postu (x) ⊆ Z }. (12)

This is a function that returns a set of safe actions given some state x ∈ Xcomp . , which one can obtain from the last
sampled states of each of the control systems. The scheduler keeps track of the current state of each Ŝi and based on
this collection of states, Uc (x) provides a safe action, after which each of the states is updated according to Êi . Note
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Figure 5: An example of wait-trigger model Ŝ for PETC traf-
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in Section 3.2, a system can either wait (‘w’) , or trigger (‘t ’) at
the current sampling time. The result is a new transition system
Ŝ = (X̂, X̂0, Û, Ê, Ŷ, Ĥ ), where:

• X̂ := {Tx | x ∈ X} ∪ {Wx, j | j < H (x), x ∈ X},
• X̂0 ⊆ {Tx | x ∈ X},
• Û := {w, t},
• Ê := {(Tx , t ,Tx ′) | (x , 1,x ′) ∈ E} ∪ {(Wx, j ,w,Wx, j+1) | 1 ≤
j < H (x) − 1} ∪ {(Wx, j , t ,Tx ′) | (x , j + 1,x ′) ∈ E},

• Ŷ = {T1,T , 1, . . . ,kmax − 1},
• Ĥ (Tx ) = T1 if H (x) = 1, or T otherwise, and Ĥ (Wi, j ) =
H (i) − j.

The outputs indicate either whether the system has just triggered
(outputs T1 and T )) or the triggering deadline. Some states are
given, for technical reasons, the distinct output T1 to capture that
from those states the only action that can be taken is ‘t ’, while
on the other states with output Ti (i > 1), both ‘w’ and ‘t ’ actions
are enabled. In this transition system, triggering after k samples
becomes a sequence of k − 1 ‘w’ actions followed by a single ‘t ’
action.

Next, all these transition systems (representing different PETC
systems) are combined into a larger transition system, through a
parallel composition allowing each subsystem to behave indepen-
dently of the rest. Formally, the resulting composition is given by the
transition system Scomp . = (Xcomp . ,Xcomp .;0,Ucomp . , Ecomp . ,

Ycomp . ,Hcomp .), where
• Xcomp . := X̂0 × · · · × X̂n ,
• Xcomp .;0 := X̂0;0 × · · · × X̂n;0,
• Ucomp . := Û0 × · · · × Ûn ,
• Ecomp . := {((x0, . . . ,xn ), (u0, . . . ,un ), (x ′0, . . . ,x ′n ) | ∀i ≤ n,

(xi ,ui ,x ′i ) ∈ Êi },
• Ycomp . := Ŷ0 × · · · × Ŷn ,
• Hcomp .(x0, . . . ,xn ) := (Ĥ0(x0), . . . , Ĥn (xn )).

In this system the behaviour that a scheduler should prevent,
i.e. two or more systems triggering simultaneously, is captured by
actions which contain two or more more ‘t ’s. Here it is assumed
that the fundamental checking period h of each of the PETC loops
is the same. Since after triggering a subsystem always lands in a
state with outputT /T1, the scheduler requirement can alternatively
be expressed as: ‘Avoid states in Scomp . whose output contains more

than one T ’. Creating a controller that is able to avoid these states
can be done effectively for finite transition systems by solving a
safety game (c.f. Chapter 6 of [41]). In this safety game, the maximal
fixed point of the operator
FW (Z ) = {x ∈ Z | x ∈W ∧ ∃u ∈ U (x) : ∅ , Postu (x) ⊆ Z }, (10)

is found by iterating over its output (starting with Z0 := Xcomp .).
The setW is the safe set which in this case is given by:
W = {(x1, . . . ,xn ) ∈ Xcomp . | |{i | Ĥi (xi ) ∈ {T1,T }}| ≤ 1}. (11)

The maximal fixed point Z ∗ := FW (Z ∗) contains states in Scomp .
(given that Z ∗ , ∅) from which there exists at least one action
guaranteeing that a bad state (a collision of triggering events) can
be avoided. The scheduler can subsequently be defined as

Uc (x) = {u ∈ Ucomp . | ∅ , Postu (x) ⊆ Z }. (12)
This is a function that returns a set of safe actions given some state
x ∈ Xcomp . , which one can obtain from the last sampled states
of each of the control systems. The scheduler keeps track of the
current state of each Ŝi and based on this collection of states,Uc (x)
provides a safe action, after which each of the states is updated
according to Êi . Note that after a transmission, due to the non-
determinism of the original traffic model, one needs to rely on the
value of the measured plant state to determine the corresponding
successor state.

To improve the efficiency and scalability of this approach, two
additional techniques are implemented (for details see [42]):

(1) Partitioning and Refinement: In this approach the size of
each Ŝi is reduced by grouping together similar states (par-
titioning). If no scheduler is found for these reduced systems,
these blocks are split apart (refinement) and the safety game
is performed again.

(2) Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs) [6]: representing the tran-
sition systems with BDDs the manipulation of the transition
systems (including partitioning and refinement) can be per-
formed more efficiently, enabling the implementation of the
safety-game fixed-point iteration symbolically.

3.4 Other synthesis and analysis problems
As mentioned in the introduction, traffic abstractions for PETC can
also be used for quantitative analysis and other synthesis problems,
as recently demonstrated in [12, 14]. For quantitative problems, the
transition systems from Def. 1 are equipped with a weight function
γ : E → Q, mapping edges to rational numbers representing the
weight or value of a transition. These systems are called weighted
transition systems (WTSs) [7]. For every run x0

u0−−→ x1
u1−−→ x2... of

S we can thus compute a sequence of weights w0w1w2..., giving
rise to the set of all weight sequencesWS . For ETC, we are interested
in computing or maximizing the smallest average inter-sample time
(SAIST) of a system; hence, the weight of a transition is its inter-
sample time. The SAIST of a PETC traffic model S is formally
defined as

SAIST(S) = inf
w0w1w2 ...∈WS

lim inf
n→∞

1
n + 1

n∑
i=0

wi . (13)

A lower bound to the SAIST of a PETC system can be computed
using Karp’s algorithm [8, 31] on the abstraction. In some cases, the
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abstraction can be a smallest-average-cycle-equivalent simulation
[14, 16], a property that can be verified for PETC of linear systems:
in this case, the SAIST from the abstraction is exact.

In order to do synthesis, we equip the PETC traffic model with
early-triggering samples as in the scheduling problem, and solve
a mean-payoff game [25], obtaining a lower bound to the optimal
sampling strategy [12]. The strategy is a function mapping a region
Ri onto an inter-sample time choice k , becoming effectively a self-
triggered control scheme [4, 34, 44]. The idea behind the approach
in [12] is to sample early in some regions of the state-space to
collect long-term benefits, something that the shortsighted ETC
cannot do. The abstractions contain long-term traffic information
which allows better strategies to be computed. In [12], the SAIST
of a numerical example nearly doubled using this approach.

3.5 Discussion on computational complexity
When abstracting general CETC systems, the size of the state-space
partition using either gridding or IMs scales exponentially with
nζ . Nonetheless, in the case of linear PETC, the use of isochronous
sets removes the dependence on dimensions, and the number of re-
gions isO(klmax ). The complexity of computing IM-approximations
mainly depends on the complexity of the dReal [27], which is ex-
ponential on nζ for our problem. Generating timing intervals and
transitions, in the case of general CETC systems, is O(r )C and
O(r2)C respectively, where r is the number of regions and C is
the complexity of the reachability analysis operation. For linear
PETC, the transition relation computation is O(kmax r

2)C ′, where
C ′ is polynomial in nζ when using solver=’sdr’ (see [13]) and
exponential in nζ when using solver=’z3’ (see [16]). The result-
ing system Ŝ for linear PETC has O(kl+1

max ) states (which is rkmax )
and O(k2l+2

max ) transitions (which is rk2
max ). In practice, the number

of regions often grows much slower than exponentially with l , a
phenomenon investigated in [28]. Regarding scheduling, using UP-
PAAL the size of the problem scales exponentially with the number
of systems in the network (TA safety games are exponential on the
number of clocks). The scheduling technique of Section 3.3 is more
efficient, exploiting PETC models being already FTSs. Additionally,
partitioning can reduce the number of states to O(kmax ) (and the
transitions accordingly to O(k2

max )). However, if the safety game
fails, refinement has to be performed, increasing the number of
states. Introducing BDDs complicates this analysis, see [42] for
more details. It is important to remark, however, that the abstrac-
tion and scheduler synthesis processes are performed offline, with
the synthesized scheduler’s online implementation being simply a
set of if-then-else rules.

4 USE OF ETCETERA
ETCetera is implemented in Python, and uses third-party tools
cvxpy [2, 24], z3 [17], dReach [33], dReal [27] and Flowstar [9] for
the creation of traffic models, UPPAAL Stratego [11] for scheduler
synthesis and dd [10] (with bindings to CUDD [38]) for the ma-
nipulation of BDDs. To construct traffic models, the user has two
possibilities: (i) employ a command line interface, or (ii) employ
the utilities provided inside a python script, as illustrated in detail
in the examples in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. Analysis and scheduler
synthesis can currently only be performed within a Python script,

as shown in the examples of Sections 4.4 and 4.5. The computations
of all examples below have been conducted on a laptop with an
Intel i7-9750H processor and 16 GB of RAM.

4.1 Command line interface
If the command line interface is employed, the user simply needs
to run the following command:

1 $ python etc2traffic.py system_type input_file [options]

This reads the contents of input_file and generates a trafficmodel.
The contents of input_file depend on the system_type (either linear
PETC or general). When system_type is linear PETC, input_file looks
like:

1 Dynamics : [0 1; -2 3], [0; 1]
2 Controller: [1 -4]
3 Triggering Sampling Time: 0.01
4 Triggering Heartbeat: 0.40
5 Triggering Condition: [0.95 0 -1 0;0 0.95 0 -1;-1 0 1 0;0

↪→ -1 0 1]

This constructs a specialized PETC traffic model as is described in
Section 3.2. Dynamics contains the state evolution matrix (A) and
the input matrix (B), and the Controller contains the feedback gain
(K). These must all be expressed as matrices. Triggering Sampling
Time is the checking period h that is considered and Triggering
Heartbeat is the maximum trigger time (hkmax ). Finally, Trigger-
ing Condition contains the triggering matrixQ as only quadratic
triggering conditions are considered in this case.

When system_type is general, input_file looks like:

1 Hyperbox States : [-2 2], [-2 2]
2 Grid Points Per Dimension: [3 3]
3 Dynamics : x1, x1**2*x2 + x2**3 + u1
4 Controller: -x2 - x1**2*x2 - x2**3
5 Triggering Condition : e1**2 + e2**2 - 0.01**2
6 Solver Options : manifolds_times =[0.002 0.0028 0.0038

↪→ 0.005 0.0065 0.0075] , partition_method=manifold ,
↪→ heartbeat =0.021 , order_approx =4

Which constructs a general traffic model as described in Section 3.1.
In this case,Dynamics,Controller and Triggering Conditions are spec-
ified as symbolic expressions (where ∗∗ represents exponentiation).
State variables are denoted with x1, x2, ..., control variables
with u1, u2, ..., error variables with e1, e2, ..., disturbance
variables with d1, d2, ... and the variable used for homoge-
nization as w1. Furthermore, the rectangular region of the state
space that is to be considered must be supplied in Hyperbox States.
Other mandatory arguments depend on: (i) the partition method,
(ii) whether the system is homogeneous, (iii) if disturbances are
involved:
• If partition_method=grid or when the system is not homoge-
neous, Grid Points Per Dimension must be specified, which
contains the number of regions the state space is divided into for
each of the states.

• If partition_method=manifold, then manifolds_times in
Solver Options must be specified, which will define the
Isochronous Manifolds.

• If disturbances are present, Hyperbox Disturbances must be
specified, containing for each disturbance the interval it will lie
in.
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Other optional parameters can be supplied in Solver Options.
In this example heartbeat contains the maximum trigger time
and order_approx contains the order of approximation of the
isochronous manifolds.

In addition to this command line interface, one can construct
traffic models via Python scripts as well, as will be shown in Sec-
tions 4.2 and 4.3. The command line interface is currently only
available for the construction of traffic models, so for scheduling
and analysis purposes the procedures in Sections 4.4 and 4.5 should
be followed.

4.2 Python interface: linear PETC abstractions
Consider the linear PETC system:

Ûζ (t) =
[−0.5 0

0 3.5

]
ζ (t) +

[
1
1

]
u(ζ (ti )),

u(ζ (ti )) =
[
1.02 −5.62

]
ζ (ti ),

t ∈ [ti , ti+1) (14)

with triggering functionϕ(ζ (t), ζ (ti )) = |ζ (t)−ζ (ti )|2−(1−σ ) |ζ (t)|2,
where σ = 0.05 and h = 0.01, kmax = 20. The PETC traffic model
for this system is generated as follows:

1 import numpy as np
2
3 # Define LTI system matrices
4 A = np . array ( [ [ - 0 . 5 , 0 ] , [ 0 , 3 . 5 ] ] )
5 B = np . array ( [ [ 1 ] , [ 1 ] ] )
6 K = np . array ( [ [ 1 . 0 2 , - 5 . 6 2 ] ] )
7
8 # PETC parameters
9 h = 0 . 0 1
10 kmax = 20
11 sigma = 0 . 0 5
12
13 # Triggering condition
14 Qtrigger = np . block ( [ [ ( 1 - sigma ) ∗ np . eye ( 2 ) , - np . eye ( 2 ) ] , [

↪→ - np . eye ( 2 ) , np . eye ( 2 ) ] ] )
15
16 # Construct object representing the PETC system
17 import ETCetera . Systems as systems
18
19 plant = systems . LinearPlant ( A , B )
20 controller = systems . LinearController ( K , h )
21 trigger = systems . LinearQuadraticPETC ( plant , controller ,

↪→ kmax=kmax , Qbar=Qtrigger )
22
23 # Create Traffic Model
24 import ETCetera . Abstractions as abstr
25
26 traffic = abstr . TrafficModelLinearPETC ( trigger )
27 regions , transitions = traffic . create_abstraction ( )

4.3 Python interface: nonlinear CETC
abstractions

Consider the nonlinear CETC system:

Ûζ (t) =
[

ζ1(t)
ζ 2

1 (t)ζ2(t) + ζ 3
2 (t) + u(ζ (ti ))

]
,

u(ζ (ti )) = −ζ2(ti ) − ζ 2
1 (t)ζ2(t) − ζ 3

2 (t),
t ∈ [ti , ti+1) (15)

togetherwith the triggering conditionϕ(ζ (t), ζ (ti )) = |ζ (t)−ζ (ti )|2−
0.012. The CETC system may be defined as follows:

1 import sympy
2
3 # Define

4 state_vector = x1 , x2 , e1 , e2 \
5 = sympy . symbols ( 'x1 x2 e1 e2' )
6
7 # Define controller (in etc form)
8 u1 = - ( x2+e2 ) - ( x1+e1 ) ∗ ∗ 2 ∗ ( x2+e2 ) - ( x2+e2 ) ∗ ∗ 3
9
10 # Define dynamics
11 x1dot = - x1
12 x2dot = x1 ∗ ∗ 2 ∗ x2 + x2 ∗ ∗ 3 + u1
13 dynamics = [ x1dot , x2dot , - x1dot , - x2dot ]
14
15 # Triggering condition & other etc.
16 trigger = e1 ∗ ∗ 2 + e2 ∗ ∗ 2 - 0 . 0 1 ∗ ∗ 2
17
18 # State space limits
19 state_space_limits = [ [ - 2 , 2 ] , [ - 2 , 2 ] ]
20 grid_points_per_dim = [ 3 , 3 ]

A traffic model for this system is then simply constructed with:

1 import ETCetera . Abstractions as abstr
2
3 # Partition method manifold
4 traffic = abstr . TrafficModelNonlinearETC ( dynamics ,

↪→ trigger , state_vector , state_space_limits=
↪→ state_space_limits , grid_points_per_dim=
↪→ grid_points_per_dim , manifolds_times = [ 0 . 0 0 2 ,
↪→ 0 . 0 0 2 8 , 0 . 0 0 3 8 , 0 . 0 0 5 , 0 . 0 0 6 5 , 0 . 0 0 7 5 ] ,
↪→ partition_method='manifold ' , heartbeat =0 . 0 2 1 ,
↪→ order_approx =4 )

5 regions , transitions = traffic . create_abstraction ( )

Plots of lower and upper bounds on the inter-sample times and
transitions for the resulting traffic model can be generated by run-
ning the command traffic.visualize(), and they are shown in
Figure 6. The total CPU time was about 1 hour.

To add disturbances to the dynamics, the corresponding param-
eters (d1,...) and their domain dist_param_domain have to be
declared, as well as partition_method=’grid’ has to be specified:

1 d1 = sympy . symbols ( 'd1' )
2 x1dot = - x1
3 x2dot = x1 ∗ ∗ 2 ∗ x2 + x2 ∗ ∗ 3 + u1 + d1
4 dynamics = [ x1dot , x2dot , - x1dot , - x2dot ]
5 disturbace_limits = [ [ - 0 . 1 , 0 . 1 ] ]
6 traffic = abstr . TrafficModelNonlinearETC ( dynamics ,

↪→ trigger , state_vector , state_space_limits=
↪→ state_space_limits , dist_param =( d1 , ) ,
↪→ dist_param_domain=disturbace_limits , order_approx
↪→ =2 , heartbeat =0 . 0 2 2 , grid_points_per_dim = [ 7 , 8 ] ,
↪→ partition_method='grid' , precision_deltas=1e - 6 )

4.4 Scheduler synthesis
In this example, the complete workflow of generating a scheduler
for two linear PETC systems is described. Consider the two sys-
tems [30, 40]:

Ûζ1(t) =
[

0 1
−2 3

]
ζ1(t) +

[
0
1

]
u1(ζ1(ti )),

u1(ζ1(ti )) =
[
1 −4

]
ζ1(ti ),

Ûζ2(t) =
[−0.5 0

0 3.5

]
ζ2(t) +

[
1
1

]
u2(ζ2(ti )),

u2(ζ2(ti )) =
[
1.02 −5.62

]
ζ2(ti ),

t ∈ [ti , ti+1)

(16)
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Fig. 6. Example 4.3 results.

Plots of lower and upper bounds on the inter-sample times and transitions for the resulting traffic model can be
generated by running the command traffic.visualize(), and they are shown in Figure 6. The total CPU time was
about 1 hour.

To add disturbances to the dynamics, the corresponding parameters (d1,...) and their domain dist_param_domain

have to be declared, as well as partition_method='grid' has to be specified:

1 d1 = sympy . symbols ( 'd1' )
2 x1dot = - x1
3 x2dot = x1 ∗ ∗ 2 ∗ x2 + x2 ∗ ∗ 3 + u1 + d1

4 dynamics = [ x1dot , x2dot , - x1dot , - x2dot ]
5 disturbace_limits = [ [ - 0 . 1 , 0 . 1 ] ]
6 traffic = abstr . TrafficModelNonlinearETC ( dynamics , trigger , state_vector , state_space_limits=

↪→ state_space_limits , dist_param =( d1 , ) , dist_param_domain=disturbace_limits , order_approx =2 ,
↪→ heartbeat =0 . 0 2 2 , grid_points_per_dim = [ 7 , 8 ] , partition_method='grid' , precision_deltas=1e - 6 )

4.4 Scheduler synthesis

In this example, the complete workflow of generating a scheduler for two linear PETC systems is described. Consider
the two systems [30, 40]:

Ûζ1(t) =
[

0 1
−2 3

]
ζ1(t) +

[
0
1

]
u1(ζ1(ti )),

u1(ζ1(ti )) =
[
1 −4

]
ζ1(ti ),

Ûζ2(t) =
[
−0.5 0

0 3.5

]
ζ2(t) +

[
1
1

]
u2(ζ2(ti )),

u2(ζ2(ti )) =
[
1.02 −5.62

]
ζ2(ti ),

t ∈ [ti , ti+1) (16)
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Fig. 7. Evolution of the systems’ states under the scheduler synthesized as detailed in Section 4.4. Dashed lines represent the actual
state evolution, while the solid lines represent the states available to the controller at each time.
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Fig. 8. Sampling times of the first 1.2 seconds of the simulation in Figure 7. For reference, the sampling times when no scheduler is
used are shown in (b). Early triggers are denoted with a ‘◦’. Sampling collisions are represented with a ‘^’.

(1) construct abstractions to compute the system’s smallest average inter-sample time (SAIST), where we flag
etc_only=True to avoid computing unnecessary early-triggering transitions;

(2) construct a normal abstraction with early-triggering transitions to synthesize a near-optimal sampling strategy;
(3) verify the SAIST of the closed-loop system with the generated strategy.

26 # Best selection for SAIST: solver='z3', etc_only , stop_if_mace_equivalent , smart_mace

27 traffic = abstr . TrafficModelLinearPETC ( trigger , depth =100 , etc_only=True , solver='z3' ,
↪→ stop_if_mace_equivalent=True , smart_mace=True )

28 regions , transitions = traffic . create_abstraction ( )
29

30 # Print obtained SAIST and its minimizing cycle

31 print ( f'SAIST is {traffic.limavg}' ) ; print ( f'Smallest average cycles: {traffic.cycles}' )
32

33 # Now create an abstraction to design an improved sampling strategy

34 traffic_synth = abstr . TrafficModelLinearPETC ( trigger , depth =1 , etc_only=False , solver='z3' ,
↪→ early_trigger_only=True )

35 strat , strat_tran = traffic_synth . optimize_sampling_strategy ( )
36 print ( strat ) # Inspect strategy

37

38 # Compute its SAIST value

39 traffic2 = abstr . TrafficModelLinearPETC ( trigger , depth =100 , etc_only=True , solver='z3' ,
↪→ stop_if_mace_equivalent=True , smart_mace=True , strategy=strat , strategy_transition=strat_tran )

40 regions2 , transitions2 = traffic2 . create_abstraction ( )
41 print ( f'Optimized SAIST is {traffic2.limavg}' )

This code reproduces part of the results in [12], giving the following output (the numbers are normalized by h):
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Figure 7: Evolution of the systems’ states under the scheduler synthesized as detailed in Section 4.4. Dashed lines represent
the actual state evolution, while the solid lines represent the states available to the controller at each time.

both with triggering condition ϕ(ζ (t), ζ (ti )) = |ζ (t) − ζ (ti )|2 − (1 −
σ ) |ζ (t)|2, where σ = 0.05 and h = 0.01, k1,max = 40, k2,max =

20. These two systems have been defined in files as specified in
Section 4.1. A scheduler can then be synthesized and simulated as
follows:

1 from ETCetera . util import ∗
2
3 # First construct the traffic models
4 traffic1 = construct_linearPETC_traffic_from_file ( '

↪→ examples/linear_2.txt' )
5 traffic2 = construct_linearPETC_traffic_from_file ( '

↪→ examples/linear_3.txt' )
6
7 import ETCetera . Scheduling . fpiter as sched
8
9 # Convert traffic models into different form
10 cl1 = sched . controlloop ( traffic1 )
11 cl2 = sched . controlloop ( traffic2 )
12
13 # Construct system and generate scheduler
14 S = sched . system ( [ cl1 , cl2 ] )
15 Ux , _ = S . generate_safety_scheduler ( )
16
17 # Simulate
18 S . simulate ( x0 = [ [ 1 , 1 ] , [ 1 , - 1 ] ] , Tmax =5 )

The results of the simulation are shown in Figures 7 and 8. The
total CPU time was 10 minutes. By default, this synthesis approach
makes use of BDDs. To make this process more insightful, one
can specify use_bdd=False in the construction of the control loop.
However, this can drastically impact performance of the synthesis
process.

Creating schedulers using UPPAAL follows the same steps, with
the exception that additionally a network has to be defined:

1 import ETCetera . Scheduling . NTGA as sched
2
3 cl1 = sched . controlloop ( traffic1 )
4 cl2 = sched . controlloop ( traffic2 )
5
6 # Define a network and combine
7 net = sched . network ( )
8 nta = sched . nta ( net , [ cl1 , cl2 ] )
9
10 # Generate a strategy using UPPAAL and parse its results
11 nta . generate_strategy ( parse_strategy=True )

4.5 Quantitative analysis and synthesis
Consider the first system in (16). In this example we are interested
in obtaining a large average inter-sample time; hence we use the
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(1) construct abstractions to compute the system’s smallest average inter-sample time (SAIST), where we flag
etc_only=True to avoid computing unnecessary early-triggering transitions;

(2) construct a normal abstraction with early-triggering transitions to synthesize a near-optimal sampling strategy;
(3) verify the SAIST of the closed-loop system with the generated strategy.

26 # Best selection for SAIST: solver='z3', etc_only , stop_if_mace_equivalent , smart_mace

27 traffic = abstr . TrafficModelLinearPETC ( trigger , depth =100 , etc_only=True , solver='z3' ,
↪→ stop_if_mace_equivalent=True , smart_mace=True )

28 regions , transitions = traffic . create_abstraction ( )
29

30 # Print obtained SAIST and its minimizing cycle

31 print ( f'SAIST is {traffic.limavg}' ) ; print ( f'Smallest average cycles: {traffic.cycles}' )
32

33 # Now create an abstraction to design an improved sampling strategy

34 traffic_synth = abstr . TrafficModelLinearPETC ( trigger , depth =1 , etc_only=False , solver='z3' ,
↪→ early_trigger_only=True )

35 strat , strat_tran = traffic_synth . optimize_sampling_strategy ( )
36 print ( strat ) # Inspect strategy

37

38 # Compute its SAIST value

39 traffic2 = abstr . TrafficModelLinearPETC ( trigger , depth =100 , etc_only=True , solver='z3' ,
↪→ stop_if_mace_equivalent=True , smart_mace=True , strategy=strat , strategy_transition=strat_tran )

40 regions2 , transitions2 = traffic2 . create_abstraction ( )
41 print ( f'Optimized SAIST is {traffic2.limavg}' )

This code reproduces part of the results in [12], giving the following output (the numbers are normalized by h):
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Figure 8: Sampling times of the first 1.2 seconds of the simulation in Figure 7. For reference, the sampling times when no
scheduler is used are shown in (b). Early triggers are denoted with a ‘◦’. Sampling collisions are represented with a ‘^’.

more aggressive Lyapunov-based triggering condition [15, 39] of
the form V (ζ̂ (t)) > −ρζ̂ (t)TQLyapζ̂ (t), where ζ̂ (t) B Ad(h)ζ (t) +
Bd(h)Kζ (ti ) is the state prediction after h time units, V (x) =
xTPLyapx , and 0 < ρ < 1 is the triggering parameter. For the nu-
merical results below, the Lyapunov matrices were taken from [40]
as PLyap =

[ 1 0.25
0.25 1

]
, QLyap =

[ 0.5 0.25
0.25 1.5

]
, and we set h = 0.1,

ρ = 0.8 and K = 20. The triggering condition used is quadratic and
can be specified as in §4.2. The code snippet below (replacing lines
26–27 from the example in §4.2) shows how to

(1) construct abstractions to compute the system’s smallest aver-
age inter-sample time (SAIST), wherewe flag etc_only=True
to avoid computing unnecessary early-triggering transitions;

(2) construct a normal abstraction with early-triggering transi-
tions to synthesize a near-optimal sampling strategy;

(3) verify the SAIST of the closed-loop system with the gener-
ated strategy.

26 # Best selection for SAIST: solver='z3', etc_only ,
↪→ stop_if_mace_equivalent , smart_mace

27 traffic = abstr . TrafficModelLinearPETC ( trigger , depth
↪→ =100 , etc_only=True , solver='z3' ,
↪→ stop_if_mace_equivalent=True , smart_mace=True )

28 regions , transitions = traffic . create_abstraction ( )
29
30 # Print obtained SAIST and its minimizing cycle
31 print ( f'SAIST is {traffic.limavg}' ) ; print ( f'Smallest

↪→ average cycles: {traffic.cycles}' )
32
33 # Now create an abstraction to design an improved

↪→ sampling strategy
34 traffic_synth = abstr . TrafficModelLinearPETC ( trigger ,

↪→ depth =1 , etc_only=False , solver='z3' ,
↪→ early_trigger_only=True )

35 strat , strat_tran = traffic_synth .
↪→ optimize_sampling_strategy ( )

36 print ( strat ) # Inspect strategy
37
38 # Compute its SAIST value
39 traffic2 = abstr . TrafficModelLinearPETC ( trigger , depth

↪→ =100 , etc_only=True , solver='z3' ,
↪→ stop_if_mace_equivalent=True , smart_mace=True ,
↪→ strategy=strat , strategy_transition=strat_tran )

40 regions2 , transitions2 = traffic2 . create_abstraction ( )
41 print ( f'Optimized SAIST is {traffic2.limavg}' )

This code reproduces part of the results in [12], giving the following
output (the numbers are normalized by h):

1 SAIST is 2.3333333333333335
2 Smallest average cycles: {(8, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2)}
3 Optimized SAIST is 5.0

The algorithm terminated in 5 minutes.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
We have introduced the tool ETCetera enabling the study and ma-
nipulation of the inter-sample times generated by event-triggered
control systems. The main functionality of the tool is to create
abstract traffic models from the inter-sample times dynamics implic-
itly determined by the hybrid dynamics of ETC systems. The tool
allows to construct traffic models in the form of timed-automata for
general ETC systems, and in the form of finite transition systems
in the particular case of PETC systems. The resulting models can
be exported for further analysis to UPPAAL, in the case of timed-
automata models, or manipulated within the tool (in the case of
PETC systems). ETCetera provides algorithmic implementations to
synthesize schedulers, compute performance metrics, and design
improved sampling strategies for traffic models of PETC systems.
The tool is available as an open-source project and continuously be-
ing extended with additional functionalities. In particular ongoing
and future work is focusing on the following:
• IM-based partitioning for systemswith disturbances. Even though
the theory developed in [21] addresses this case, this is not yet
implemented as Flow* cannot handle ball-segments and dReach
cannot handle disturbances.

• In [21] it has been observed that IM-based partitioning, some-
times, results into more transitions, probably because the sets Ri
are approximated by ball-segments (which may be a crude ap-
proximation). We are working on tackling this issue (with tighter
approximations) in future versions of the tool.

• Based on the developments of [18] and [19], extend abstractions
to stochastic PETC systems via interval markov decision processes,
for verification of various performance metrics and for scheduler
synthesis with probabilistic safety.

• Automate the synthesis of schedulers for PETC loops not sharing
the same fundamental sampling time h.

• Extend the specialized models of linear PETC traffic to perturbed
systems, output-feedback systems and CETC.

• Enable the simulation of multiple ETC loops under a synthesized
scheduler over the network simulator OMNET++ [43].
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